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MLP Solar Incentive Soars
The Massachusetts Municipal 
Wholesale Electric Company (MMWEC) 
created the MMWEC Solar Aggregate in 
2010 to enable Massachusetts 
municipal utilities and their customers 
to capture the benefits of the 
Commonwealth’s solar development 
incentive, which is based upon the 
production and sale of Solar Renewable 
Energy Certificates, or SRECs.
 
One SREC is created each time a solar 
project, or an aggregation of solar 
projects, generates 1,000 kilowatt 
hours of electricity (factors may be 
applied to SREC II). SRECs produced by 
projects in the MMWEC Solar 
Aggregate are sold to entities, typically 
investor-owned utilities, that have a 
Renewable Portfolio Standard 
requirement to either, 1) generate or 
purchase a specific amount of solar 
energy, 2) purchase an equivalent 
amount of SRECs, or 3) make an 
alternative compliance payment to the 
Commonwealth.
 
Revenue generated by the sale of 
MMWEC Solar Aggregate SRECs I and II 
is shared with the owners or sponsors 
of projects in the Aggregate to help 
offset the costs of project 
development. MMWEC is able to 
register any new renewable projects. 
However, customers who are receiving 
the MLP Solar Rebate Incentive are not 
eligible for renewable energy 
certificates or SRECs.

Nine months have passed since the Municipal 
Light Plant Solar Rebate Incentive launched last 
spring, but the program continues to progress.
 
The program is a partnership between the 
Municipal Electric Association of Massachusetts 
(MEAM) and the Massachusetts Department of 
Energy Resources (DOER). It allows customers of 
participating municipal light plants (MLPs) an 
incentive off the cost of solar installations. The 
state offers a rebate of up to $1.20 per watt 
capped at 50% of the total project costs for 
projects that are 25 kilowatts or less. Additional 
restrictions may apply, depending on the MLP.
 
MMWEC has 17 Member municipal utilities 
participating in the municipal solar program. 
They are located in: Ashburnham, Boylston, 
Chicopee, Groton, Holden, Ipswich, Mansfield, 
Marblehead, Paxton, Peabody, Princeton, 
Shrewsbury, South Hadley, Sterling, Templeton, 
Wakefield, and West Boylston.
 
In its third quarter, applications have risen nearly 
70 percent. In total, 79 solar installation project 
applications have been approved for the incentive 
program. These projects will create more than 
585 kilowatts of clean, renewable solar capacity 
for the state. Since the program's inception, more 
than $698,000 in rebates has been awarded to 
customers of participating MLPs.
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Update: Q3 2019 MMWEC Solar Aggregate 
Production - 3,632  SRECs
SREC I:: 788
SREC II: 2,844

Projects - 162
SREC I: 80
SREC II: 84
Non-Residential: 28
 
Trading Values 2019
SREC I:  Upper $300s 
SREC II: Lower $300s
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A solar installation completed in the Boylston Municipal Light 
Department territory.

The completed solar project of a customer of the  Groton 
Electric Light Department.

Customers in participating Member municipal utilities may still have time to submit their solar 
projects for consideration. Applications will be accepted through June 15, 2020 or until funds are 
exhausted. MMWEC has requested additional funding to further continue the solar incentive 
program. For more information or to apply, visit www.munihelps.org/mlpsolar.

A solar project of an Ipswich Electric Light Department 
customer.
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Easthampton Company Develops a Concrete Solar Energy Source
An Easthampton-based company is taking off by developing solar power by way of a unique design: concrete 
blocks.
 
The company, SolaBlock, is comprised of three inventors: CEO and Co-Founder Patrick Quinlan, COO and Co-
Founder Jason Laverty, and Chief Supply Chain Officer Scott Longley. Quinlan is a seasoned inventor with a 
background in renewable technology, Laverty is an experienced bricklayer, and Longley has worked for several 
technology companies including Apple and HP.
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The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has announced it will make up to $125.5 million available in new funding for solar research. The funding is part of 
a partnership between the Office of Energy Efficiency and the Renewable Energy Solar Energy Technologies (EERE) Office, both of which are committed 
to advancing solar technology research.
 
The funds will support various  research efforts, including: photovoltaics (PV) hardware research, integrated thermal energy, solar energy evolution and 
diffusion studies, systems integration, solar and agriculture, artificial intelligence applications in solar energy, and small innovative projects in solar.
 
Also this year, EERE announced up to $43.8 million in funding for geothermal research and $300 million to fund sustainable transportation research, 
bringing the total to more than $463 million in research funding this year alone.
 
The funds from the DOE’s Solar Technologies Fiscal Year 2020 Funding Program (2020) aim to help decrease the cost of solar panels to make them 
more accessible. The DOE will hold a webinar in April for those who want to learn more about solar funding opportunities. 

 

DOE Announces $125.5M in Funding for Solar Research
Source: https://www.masslive.com/business/2020/02/solablock-easthampton-based-inventors-devise-concrete-blocks-as-solar-energy-source.html

Source: https://www.energy.gov/articles/department-energy-announces-1255-million-new-funding-solar-technologies
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SolaBlocks have a thin layer on the front of the concrete that provides the solar-voltaic boost. The solar units in each block are interconnected. After 
construction, the blocks are activated by an electrician and then can begin to generate energy. Since the blocks are designed to be used vertically, it 
minimizes the chances of harsh weather such as ice or snow impacting their operation. Additionally, the electricity is generated in the same area it will 
be used. The developers refer to the blocks as “urban solar” because the design is built into the walls of a building without the need for a large, empty 
space that solar fields require.
 
In the fall, the company built its first project, a 12 foot wall using 56 SolaBlocks at Chicopee Mason Supplies.  It generates between 250 to 480 watts 
of solar power each day, which is the equivalent of powering 40 to 50 light bulbs.
 
SolaBlocks is actively seeking grants and loans to build their business. The company received a grant from the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center 
(MassCEC) to train vocational high school students to build two demo walls and to test the blocks. Product testing will be conducted for three months 
before the blocks are certified for sales.


